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To a young church needing a fuller knowledge of Christ, Paul sent this call to Christian maturity. His

letter to the Ephesians carries priceless truths about our new identity in Christ and our special

calling in His body.The 14 sessions of this Bible study on the book of Ephesians explores the

bookâ€™s historical context, purpose, and meaning while teaching how to apply its powerful

wisdom. Includes study aids and discussion questions. If using in a group, personal study is needed

between meetings.
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This was interesting and extremely helpful as a Bible study guide and reference for the study. It is

laid out in an easy to read format with numerous helpful questions that stimulate the group and

deepen the study.

The publisher (or Author?) has limited this Kindle book so it can only be viewed in a fixed font which

is more difficult to read. They also have blocked you from viewing the book Online or on Windows

PCs or the new Microsoft Surface.

Excellent. I think there were things that were brought out very nicely in the study. Easy to use and

well written. Also, it takes you to other books of the Bible to compare. I enjoy this Life Change

Series study. Its not bad and so far the two that I have used have been very well written.



Definitely better when used in a group setting. If you get it for yourself I doubt you will be challenged

enough to benefit from it.

NavPress is a great Bible study publisher. They really help you to get into a text and study out what

it has to say. I love NavPress' focus on application of a text. I would highly recommend this study for

a group or personal study.

A good Bible study tool for small group which I church used in 2014. I appreciated the questions and

also notes and it is great for conversation and fellowship. Our church really like the Navigatorsâ€™

series and this book doesnâ€™t disappoint. I recommend it.

Great book to learn more about the Bible. This is our second one in the series and it really makes

you think.

Perfect for in depth study. Easy to follow. Great cross referencing. Used several different books

from this series for a women's small group and everyone has loved the format.
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